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What is the Xtramix ?
The new XTRAMIX "Version 5" is the coolest little 8 bus mixer in the world.
It squeezes 76 inputs, 18 bus outputs, and the power of a large recording
console into a superb mixer only four rack spaces high.

Applications
Desktop Recording We're not kidding... we'll give you a pretty darn complete recording mixer in
just a few rack spaces. With the XTRAMIX, the "console-less" studio a
reality. Wire-up the Xtramix like you would any other 8 bus mixer -- to
ProTools, MOTU, or any digital recorder. The 76 inputs and 8 bus design
gives you the flexibility to handle a wide variety of recording operations.
A Super Submixer The XTRAMIX is a super submixer for those input hungry digital mixers.
When you connect the 8 bus outputs of the XTRAMIX to your digital mixer,
you've now tripled the input capacity of your studio.
For Session and Touring Speck Electronics has long been known for our high performance rack
mount keyboard mixers, and after 25 years in the mixer business, we know
what we're doing. For touring and session work, the XTRAMIX is the only
game in town. The XTRAMIX is on tour with the Rolling Stones, Billy Joel,
Elton John, U2, Shakira, Prince, and more.

Features
20 stereo line inputs Each input channel has a stereo level control, pan, 8
bus assign, 8 effects sends, and in-place solo. The
rear of each input channel has stereo input jacks,
high/low levels select and effects stereo/mono
switches.
8 stereo effect returns Each effect return has a stereo level control, pan, 8
bus assign, mono and in-place solo switches.
8 group outputs Eight Active-Balanced groups with independent level
control, pan, mute, solo, and bus/line select.
Complete Master Section With stereo program, stereo monitor, and stereo
headphone outputs. Stereo Cue and Aux returns allow
external sources to be mixed with the monitor and
headphone outputs.

Xtramix Benifits
Put your recorder and mixer in the same rack.
This frees up your work space for computers,
video monitor, and synth keyboards.
The compact size also keeps cables shorter,
minimizing susceptibility to EMI and RF
inteference.

World Class Customers
Speck Electronics is proud to be a part of the success of many of the worlds best composers, producers, and touring
musicians. Please check out our list of users at www.speck.com
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